TopTrax Inductees: June 2019

Celebrating Offer Excellence
With All Our Amazing Clients
For over 10 years we’ve been working with some of the best brands in the world.
Throughout that time, we’ve also seen some of the best offer executions in the
world. When we first began this journey, we had some pretty lofty ideas about our
Offer Management Platform, but even we didn’t expect some of the clever and
innovative ways it’s been leveraged. As a result, we thought it was time to
recognize the best of the best.

Nominees Included Offer Executions
From The Following Organizations:

Offer Excellence in
Brand Website, Apps, &
Organic Traffic

Staples Canada:
Localized Offer Portal For Chinese Immigrants
Staples Canada was looking to find an innovative
way to provide offers to Chinese speaking
immigrants in the Vancouver and Greater Toronto
Area. With the goal of using display ads to drive to
some offers, Staples CA needed an execution that
would display every offer on one landing page.
With RevTrax, Staples CA was able to create a
custom offer-selector using Chinese characters
that housed all 4 offers and provided easy to
follow redemption steps to ensure a simplified
user flow. In this way RevTrax was able to help
Staples CA reach a key target audience in a
creative and fresh format.

Offer Excellence
in Email

Danone:
Seasonal Email Offers
Danone brands utilized seasonal email offer
campaigns to drive performance and engagement
on their digital offers. Leveraging rotating and
seasonal offers kept content fresh and encouraged
users to re-engage with the brand.
Danone saw user traffic and engagement on offers
surpass standard organic site traffic with their
email offers. The International Delight Email
Campaign in particular saw a 5x average daily
engagement increase.

Offer Excellence
in Affiliate

Men’s Wearhouse:
Add-To-Mobile Wallet Affiliate Offer
Men’s Wearhouse was able to leverage their customers’
online behavior to deliver relevant, actionable offers across
multiple channels and devices in real time, resulting in
higher sales and in-store revenue.
By working with the RevTrax Offer Management Platform,
Rakuten Marketing was able to associate click-level affiliate
tracking parameters with the resulting SKU-level purchases
at Men’s Wearhouse brick and mortar locations.
By leveraging the ability to capture in-store purchase data
from online engagement, Men’s Wearhouse was able to
drive substantial increases in affiliate in-store purchases.
Learn more in our Men’s Wearhouse Case Study.

Offer Excellence
in Social

BioTrue:
Social Offers
BioTrue wanted to provide a seamless experience to a
targeted audience for one of their most popular product
packages. Leveraging RevTrax’s social share execution
expertise, BioTrue launched a 4-offer social share
experience in 2018, including two products and the option
to share with friends. Users were rewarded with a higher
value offer once they shared the offer through various
social media platforms.
The offer experience with BioTrue begins with a sign-up
form providing the brands with 1st party data to track
engagement activity and repurpose for other marketing
strategies. Beyond increased acquisition BioTrue also
received insights on ideal price-points and product
preferences.

Offer Excellence
in Paid Media

TRESemmé :
Secure Display Ad Offer
TRESemmé needed to execute a secure high-value offer via
a Web Ad to promote a new product. To avoid any chance
of fraud, RevTrax needed to implement a solution that
would eliminate over-redemption.
TRESemmé leveraged the RevTrax Permission Security Pixel
on their landing page to lock the offer to specific
consumers who clicked on the Ad. This ensured activations
and redemptions were limited to only the right consumers.
Additionally the cookie quickly expired, so if the URL was
copied and forwarded, the offer would deactivate right
away.
TRESemmé was able to reach a wide audience without the
risk of fraud thanks to RevTrax’ Permission Security Pixel
feature.

Miscellaneous Offer
Excellence

Sabra:
Print-And-Mail Offer
What’s the best way to drive consumer trial of a product?
Give it to them for free! This was Sabra’s thinking as they
focused on both their Guac and Hummus products.
Sabra’s collaboration with RevTrax resulted in a “Free”
offer via a Print-and-Mail execution.
The campaign resulted in 20% of users engaging with the
offer and Sabra found multiple benefits including security
and CRM acquisition. In addition to securely deliveingr a
high-value offer and Sabra also harvested actionable 1st
party data as part of the offer registration exercise.
Redemption rates and CRM enrollment exceeded
expectations, outperforming other digital offers for
Hummus and Guacamole in terms of both scale and
conversions.

